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Recent discoveries of terrestrial exoplanets distant from our solar system motivate laboratory ex-
periments that provide insight into their formation and thermal evolution. Using laser-driven shock
wave experiments, we constrain high-temperature and high-pressure adiabats and the equation of
state of MgSiO3, a dominant mantle constituent of terrestrial exoplanets. Critical to the develop-
ment of a habitable exoplanet is the early thermal history, specifically the formation and freezing
of the magma ocean and its role in enabling convection in the mantle and core. We measure the
adiabatic sound speed and constrain the melt transition along the Hugoniot and find that the adia-
bats and melt boundary of silicate magmas are shallower than predicted. This suggests that small
changes in the temperature of a super-Earth mantle would result in rapid melting and solidification
of nearly the entire mantle.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of a large number of terrestrial “super-
Earth” exoplanets sparked a renewed interest in the un-
derstanding of the fundamental properties of key plan-
etary constituent materials, which in turn triggered un-
expected findings. Shock compression studies on SiO2

1,2

and MgO3–5 revealed that mantle minerals becomes elec-
trically conductive in the fluid phase and could contribute
to dynamo-generation. They also point to enhanced
specific heat in the fluid that may be due to complex
polymerization phenomena1–3. Combining static and
shock compression data on MgSiO3 also suggests that
the Grüneisen parameter of dense silicate fluid decreases
with increasing volume,6 potentially due to changes in
the liquid coordination.

Another study7 reported the existence of a phase trans-
formation to a low-entropy, high-density fluid phase of
MgSiO3 above 300-400 GPa and 10,000-16,000 K, based
on the observation of simultaneous velocity and thermal
emission jumps along the decay of unsupported shock
waves launched in both enstatite crystals and MgSiO3

glass. Such a transition is not expected from state of the
art DFT-MD simulations8 and a recent study using the
same technique as Spaulding et al.7 did not observe any
thermal or velocity anomaly along the Hugoniot (locus
of shock end states) of MgSiO3 glass.5

Here we report shock compression experiments on
MgSiO3 enstatite crystals, yielding measurements of the
adiabatic sound speed, the shock temperature-pressure-
density equation of state (EOS), and the Grüneisen pa-
rameter of dense fluid MgSiO3. These measurements in-
dicate that melting along the enstatite Hugoniot is com-
plete at 227 (± 10) GPa and 5745 (± 530 K). Alto-
gether, our thermodynamic property data indicate that
the melting curve and the isentropes in the fluid are shal-
lower than expected based on DFT-MD simulations, and

are nearly parallel, which has important implications for
the structure and evolution of terrestrial exoplanets, and
in particular the fate of their primordial magma ocean.

The manuscript is outlined as follows. In Section II,
we discuss the experimental technique used to determine
the sound speed of liquid MgSiO3 followed by a discussion
of the Hugoniot measurements in Section III. In Section
IV, we discuss the calculation of the Grüneisen parame-
ter using our sound speed and Hugoniot determination.
Following this, we discuss optical measurements of the
solid phases within Section V and thermal emission mea-
surements of the shock front in VI. Finally in Section VII,
we combine the measurements from Sections II through
VI to develop a better understanding of liquid MgSiO3

and the implications for terrestrial “super Earths”.

II. SOUND SPEED MEASUREMENTS

The shock compression experiments were performed at
the OMEGA laser facility1, using up to 12 laser beams
with up to 1.78 kJ of 351nm UV light to launch strong
shock waves in a planar target package by direct-drive
ablation. SG8 distributed phase plates created a super-
gaussian illumination profile having an ∼ 800 µm diame-
ter. The planar target (see Fig. 1) consisted of a MgSiO3

sample and a quartz witness plate affixed side-by-side to
a common quartz drive plate, mounted on a 27 µm abla-
tor/Au preheat shield package.

Electron microprobe analysis of the enstatite crystals
were performed to determine the chemical composition.
Samples were cut with the c-axis perpendicular/normal
to the surface. The results are shown in Table I. Prior
to dicing the sample, the enstatite density was measured
using the Archimedes principle. The sample density was
determined to be 3.212(±0.002) g/cc.

Carefully tailored 7.6 ns long laser pulses launched
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TABLE I. Oxide Weight Percents Obtained by Electron Microprobe Analysis

Sample SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Cr2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO NiO Total
Enstatite 59.00(±0.04) B.D.L.* 1.51(±0.01) B.D.L. 0.41(±0.03) B.D.L. 38.96(±0.08) 0.06(±0.02) B.D.L. 100.00

*Below Detection Limit (B.D.L.)
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FIG. 1. Experimental target design. A.) Target design used
for sound speed measurements. B.) Target design used in the
decaying shock wave experiments. Layers are not drawn to
scale.

quasi-steady shock waves into the target stacks that were
strong enough to transform the shock compressed quartz
and MgSiO3 into optically reflecting states so that the
two-channel, ultrafast Velocimeter Interferometer Sys-
tem for Any Reflector (VISAR) tracked the shock waves
as they propagated (Fig. 2). Superimposing small fluctu-
ations to the drive laser pulse shape created small acous-
tic perturbations that travel in the shock compressed
materials. These fluctuations overtake the leading shock
wave resulting in small modulations of the observed shock
velocity. Fig. 2 illustrates that these velocity modulations
appear shifted in time and dilated in amplitude in the en-
statite sample, compared to the modulations observed in
the quartz witness.

By relying on the knowledge of the sound speed and of
the pressure-density compressibility of shock compressed
quartz9, the MgSiO3 sound speed can be determined by a
linear-scaling analysis10 using the experimental measure-
ments of the relative speed of the acoustic perturbations
to catch-up with the leading shock front ∆tS

∆tR
(see Fig. 1).

For quasi-steady shock waves with small acoustic per-
turbations (∆P

P < 10%), the acoustic perturbations
at the shock front are related to the perturbations at
a source though a linear scaling of parameters (these
concepts are discussed in detail within Fratanduono et
al10). For multi-section targets that experience a com-
mon drive, the Doppler shift and the perturbation am-
plitudes for adjacent regions are related through linear
scaling parameters. Consider a target which consists of
a witness and sample affixed to a common baseplate (see
Figure 1A). Each section of that target observes a com-
mon quasi-steady pressure source. Fluctuations in the
pressure drive are observed as modulations in the shock
front amplitudes and as Doppler shifts in the arrival time
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FIG. 2. Typical VISAR data obtained in order to determined
the MgSiO3 sound speed is shown. (A) The raw VISAR data
illustrating a two section target where the shock velocity in a
quartz witness and MgSiO3 sample are measured simultane-
ously. (B) The shock front velocity determined from (A). (C)
By mapping the fluctuations from the MgSiO3 sample onto
the Quartz witness, we determine out perturbations within
the witness are Doppler shifted in the sample, enabling ex-
traction of the sample sound speed. The relative difference
in the Doppler shift ( ∆tS

∆tR
) determines the MgSiO3 Eulerian

sound speed.
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by scaling parameters. If the perturbation arrival time
scaling factor ( ∆tS

∆tR
) is measured and the EOS of the wit-

ness is known, the sample sound speed is determined from

Cs =
PS

Up,SρS

(
1− (1−MS1,d)(1 + MR1,d)

∆tS
∆tR

(1 + MR1,u)

)−1

, (1)

where ∆tS and ∆tR are the difference in the arrival times
at the sample and reference shock front, respectively, for
a fixed set of perturbations, PS is the sample shock pres-
sure, Up,sample is the sample particle velocity, ρsample is

the sample density, M is the mach number (M = Uf

Cs
)

which represents the ratio of wave front speed (Uf) to the
local sound speed, MS1,d is the witness downstream shock
front Mach number, MR1,u is the baseplate upstream
Mach number and MR1,d is the baseplate downstream
Mach number. Provided that the mechanical EOS of the
witness and baseplate are known, MR1,u,MR1,d and MS1,d

are known.
In this work, we utilized a quartz reference due to

the recent work of Knudson and Desjarlais developing
quartz as a standard9. To determine the sample sound
speed, the principal Hugoniot is required. For enstatite
single crystals, we performed a fit to all available Hugo-
niot data7,11,12 A Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least
squares optimization routine was used to determine the
linear scaling parameter that maps the sample shock ve-
locity onto the witness shock velocity. The measured
enstatite Eulerian sound speed are provided in Table II.

Seven experiments between 237 and 384 GPa pro-
vide new measurements of the Eulerian sound speed

(
√

dP
dρ |S)of fluid MgSiO3 along the enstatite principal

Hugoniot (Fig. 3). Our sound speed measurements in-
crease monotonically over the explored pressure range,
contradicting the existence of a strong density, compress-
ibility and entropy jump along the enstatite near 300 GPa
as proposed in Ref.7.

Comparing our measurements in Figure 3 (red circles)
with previous lower-pressure shock measurements13 (blue
circles) as well as static compression data14 (colored tri-
angles) shows that our data are higher than the shear
wave sound speed measurement but lower than the lon-
gitudinal sound speed in the solid, consistent with a loss
in shear strength due to melt. The measurement bound
the onset and completion of melt along the Hugoniot be-
tween 140 GPa (highest shock datum from Ref.13) and
237 GPa (lowest datum of the this work). Our data are
also of slightly lower sound speed than the predictions
from density functional theory (DFT) simulations along
the enstatite Hugoniot15 (black dashed line).

III. HUGONIOT MEASUREMENTS

Impedance match data to a quartz standard9 was a
byproduct of our sound speed experiments. By measur-
ing the shock-velocity history, we characterized the shock
velocity discontinuity upon the transmission of the shock
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FIG. 3. Eulerian sound speed measurements (red points)
along the MgSiO3 principal Hugoniot are compared with DFT
principal Hugoniot calculations15 (black dashed line), gas-gun
Hugoniot sound-speed measurements13 (blue circles), DAC
measurements14, and theoretical isentropic bulk velocities and
isentropic shear velocities16. The reduction in sound speed of
these measurements, when compared to the DAC data13 are
indicative of a loss in shear strength due to melt.

through the quartz baseplate - MgSiO3 sample interface,
from which we obtained pressure-density shock compress-
ibility. We obtained the shock Hugoniot response (Us-
Up) through impedance matching9,17 of the shock ve-
locity change as the shock traversed the quartz/MgSiO3
interface.

The sound speed experimental design required the use
of acoustic perturbations. As a result, the technique pre-
cluded the use of steady shock waves, resulting in large
uncertainties in the quartz and enstatite shock veloci-
ties used in the impedance matching analysis (e.g. these
experiments were not optimized to produce high-quality
Hugoniot data). Regardless, these results (included in
Table III) were found to be in agreement with a linear
extrapolation of the low pressure gas-gun data11,12.

Since this work did not reproduce the observations of
Spaulding et al7 suggesting a volume change in the liq-
uid and a discontinuity in the principal Hugoniot, the raw
experimental equation of state data measured by Spauld-
ing et al7 from the OMEGA facility was reanalyzed (the
JANUS data was not revisited due to data quality con-
cerns). In their original analysis, systematic uncertain-
ties in the treatment of epoxy layers in the impedance
matching analysis as well systematic uncertainties in the
phase determination were found and corrected. These
corrections, coupled with the most recent quartz refer-
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TABLE II. Enstatite Eulerian sound speed and Grüneisen measurements

Shot Number UQuartz
s (km/s) Us(km/s) Up(km/s) P (GPa) ρ (g/cc) ∆tR

∆tS
(unitless) Cs(km/s) Γ(unitless)

s75633B 12.3(±0.2) 12.6(±0.2) 5.8(±0.1) 237(±6) 6.0(±0.2) 0.90(±0.01) 12.0(±0.4) 0.88(±0.2)
s75634A 13.7(±0.2) 14.1(±0.2) 6.7(±0.2) 304(±8) 6.2(±0.2) 0.90(±0.01) 13.2(±0.5) 0.88(±0.2)
s75636A 14.4(±0.2) 14.5(±0.2) 7.2(±0.2) 335(±8) 6.4(±0.2) 0.90(±0.01) 13.1(±0.5) 0.96(±0.2)
s75636B 14.3(±0.2) 14.4(±0.2) 7.1(±0.2) 330(±8) 6.4(±0.2) 0.90(±0.01) 13.2(±0.5) 0.93(±0.2)
s75637A 15.3(±0.2) 15.3(±0.2) 7.8(±0.2) 384(±9) 6.6(±0.2) 0.92(±0.01) 13.6(±0.5) 0.95(±0.2)
s75640A 13.5(±0.2) 13.5(±0.2) 6.7(±0.2) 290(±8) 6.4(±0.2) 0.90(±0.01) 12.3(±0.5) 0.97(±0.2)
s75640B 13.2(±0.2) 13.5(±0.2) 6.4(±0.2) 276(±7) 6.1(±0.2) 0.90(±0.01) 12.7(±0.5) 0.87(±0.2)

TABLE III. Equation of State Data For MgSiO3

Starting Material Shot UQuartz
s (km/s) UMgSiO3

s (km/s) UMgSiO3
p (km/s) PMgSiO3 (GPa) ρMgSiO3 (g/cc)

Single Crystal s75633 12.46(±0.17) 12.62(±0.23) 6.00(±0.31) 243(±13) 6.12(±0.32)
Single Crystal s75640 13.39(±0.28) 13.64(±0.31) 6.57(±0.36) 288(±16) 6.19(±0.38)
Single Crystal s75636 15.11(±0.20) 14.84(±0.21) 7.75(±0.34) 370(±16) 6.73(±0.35)
Single Crystal s75634 15.28(±0.17) 15.14(±0.40) 7.84(±0.33) 381(±17) 6.66(±0.40)
Single Crystal s75637 15.42(±0.23) 16.01(±0.15) 7.81(±0.35) 401(±18) 6.27(±0.28)
Single Crystal s75635 16.08(±0.29) 16.19(±0.25) 8.33(±0.38) 433(±20) 6.61(±0.36)
Single Crystal* CEOS1 19.70(±0.30) 20.00(±0.20) 10.8(±0.25) 691(±17) 7.04(±0.21)
Single Crystal* CEOS2 21.20(±0.20) 21.10(±0.20) 11.9(±0.25) 808(±18) 7.39(±0.22)

*Reanalysis of the two OMEGA experiments conducted by Spaulding et al.7.

ence model9 show that this data no longer supports a
discontinuity in the principal Hugoniot, as a linear fit rep-
resents the data well (the corrected values are provided
in Table III). As a result, in this work we utilized a lin-
ear fit to all available enstatite Hugoniot data7,11,12. We
find that a linear fit represents these data well as shown in
Figure 4. The revised Hugoniot for crystalline enstatite
used is Us[km/s] = 4.75(±0.03) + 1.37(±0.01)Up[km/s].

IV. GRÜNEISEN CALCULATION

Using these sound speed measurements and the
pressure-density compressibility along the Hugoniot, we
compute18 the Grüneisen parameter (Γ), which deter-
mines the adiabatic temperature profile. The Grüneisen
parameter was determined from the principal Hugoniot
and the relation18,

Γ =
2

ρ

C2
sρ

2 − ρ2 dP
dρ |Hug

P− ρ2 dP
dρ |Hug( 1

ρo
− 1

ρ )
, (2)

where P is the Hugoniot pressure, ρ is the Hugoniot den-
sity, ρo is the initial sample density, Cs is the Eulerian
sound speed and dP

dρ |Hug is the local pressure derivative

with respect to density along the principal Hugoniot.
Over this pressure range, we find an average value of
Γ = 0.92 ± 0.08 slightly smaller than DFT15. Our data
thus suggest that the temperature rise with increasing
pressure and density along isentropes in dense MgSiO3

fluid is slower than predicted using DFT.
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FIG. 4. Experimentally determine enstatite principal Hugo-
niot data are shown. The experimental measurements from
this work are shown as red circle, Luo et al.11 as black circles,
Akins et al.12 as green circles, a reanalysis of the Spaulding
et al.7 as the blue circles. We find that a linear fit represents
these data and the linear Us-Up fit is shown as the black
dashed line.

V. ENSTATITE OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Two experiments were performed to investigate the
transparency of enstatite within the solid phase (see Fig-
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ure 1A). The VISAR diagnostic measured the shock ve-
locity within the quartz baseplate and the apparent en-
statite particle velocity (UApp). Here, we used the refrac-
tive index of pristine enstatite and quartz nEns = 1.66
and nQtz = 1.547 to obtain the true shock velocity from
the apparent VISAR velocity19. The shocked refractive
index is defined as

ns =
UApp −Usno

Up −Us
, (3)

where Us is the enstatite shock velocity, no is the en-
statite ambient refractive index (1.66 ± 0.01), and Up

is the enstatite particle velocity. The refractive index
measurements from this work are provided in Table IV.
To determine the enstatite shock velocity and particle
velocity, impedance matching between the quartz shock
velocity and enstatite sample was performed. The quartz
release model of Knudson et al.9 is not calibrated over
the low pressure range of these experiments and we used
the reflected quartz Hugoniot as an approximation for
impedance matching9.

A linear fit to the refractive index versus density was
performed and found to be

ns = 1.45(±0.10) + 0.070(±0.026)ρ. (4)

Since the shock was decaying in both the quartz and the
enstatite sample, the absorption length within the en-
statite could not be determined. We found that MgSiO3

remained transparent to 164 (± 7) GPa (highest pres-
sure measurement performed) in agreement with previ-
ous measurements11 showing that the absorption depth
of MgSiO3 along the enstatite Hugoniot is large (∼25
µm at ∼650 nm and at ∼190 GPa) in the solid phase.
As previously shown, upon melting, transparent insula-
tors transition to opaque materials due to closing of the
band gap.20 Our transparency measurements therefore
also provide an additional lower bound on the melt tran-
sition (Pmelt > 164 (± 7) GPa).

VI. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

We also conducted decaying shock experiments similar
to the ones previously reported5,7 to measure the varia-
tion of the thermal emission as a function of shock veloc-
ity. In these experiments, a 1 ns square pulse of ∼200 to
∼800 J generated strong but unsupported shocks that
decayed in amplitude as they traveled through a pla-
nar target packages having a 50 µm ablator, a 2 µm
Au preheat shield, and a single-crystal enstatite sam-
ple side-by-side with a quartz witness sample (Fig. 1B).
Both the MgSiO3 sample and the quartz witness free sur-
face were coated with a 532 nm anti-reflection coating to
prevent ghost reflections. The shock velocity and ther-
mal emission were spatially and temporally resolved us-
ing the VISAR and a streaked optical pyrometer (SOP),
respectively1,2 (see Figure 5). Through temporal calibra-
tion of the two instruments, a continuous measure of the

thermal emission as a function of the shock velocity was
obtained to infer the evolution of the shock temperature
as a function of pressure1,2 along the enstatite Hugoniot

Using the shock compressibility US − up relationship
determined here and the Rankine-Hugoniot equations al-
lows us to convert US into shock pressure. SOP counts
were converted into shock temperature T using a grey-
body approximation, the shock-front reflectivity R to ob-
tain the emissivity ε = 1− R, and the quartz witness as
a temperature calibration standard1,2,17, so that we ob-
tained temperature vs. pressure measurements for five
decaying-shock experiments. The average of those shots
is shown in Figure 8.

In this work, we find no evidence of the phase
transformation at ∼ 300 GPa as previously proposed.7

Four decaying shock experiments were performed at the
OMEGA laser facility to reproduce the previous results.
In the present work, a significant modification in the
target design (see Figure 1B) was the use of a two sec-
tion target that consisted of an enstatite sample and a
quartz witness. The quartz witness served to ensure that
any acoustic perturbations in the decaying shock veloc-
ity common to both sections of the target were not inter-
preted as phase-transition signatures and to provide an
in situ temperature calibrant.

Since we found no evidence of the proposed liquid-
liquid phase transition, we reinvestigated the simulta-
neous velocity and thermal emission jumps shown by
Ref.7.When the shock velocity and thermal emission ob-
servables are compared it is found that the proposed
anomaly tracks the same shock velocity/shock temper-
ature path, as might be expected for an acoustic pertur-
bation. The most likely mechanism for the previous ob-
servations may be an acoustic perturbation in the target
however this cannot be definitively verified. Hydrocode
simulations of the targets used in7 do not suggest that
such a perturbation should have been present given the
experimental design, however unexpected deviations in
the laser pulse shape could be capable of producing such
effects. Laser pulse-shape histories were not available for
the previous experiments and similar signatures were not
observed in identical target packages with other sample
materials.

Furthermore, a 2000 K difference in shock tempera-
ture was recorded in these experiments attributed to re-
cent improvements to the diagnostic temporal resolution,
calibration and system response, while similar shock re-
flectivities were observed. Improvements in the experi-
mental technique include, in situ temporal calibration of
each streaked imaged, absolute timing of the streak cam-
eras and improved streak cameras (Sydor streak camera
versus Hamamatsu) resulting in improved spatial (80 µm
line spread function) and temporal resolution (50 ps) of
the streaked images. The Hamamatsu used by Spaulding
et al.7 was streak camera model C7700 with an S20 pho-
tocathode and an ORCA 2 model C4742-98 CCD. The
largest contributing source of error in Spaulding et al.
may be attributed to the point spread function of the
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TABLE IV. Enstatite Refractive Index Measurements
Shot Number Quartz Us [km/s] Enstatite UApp Enstatite Us [km/s] Enstatite Up [km/s] Enstatite P [GPa] Enstatite ρ [g/cc] Enstatite ns

s79479 8.67 (± 0.14) 5.10 (± 0.17) 9.29 (± 0.52) 3.60 (± 0.11) 108 (± 5) 5.28 (± 0.26) 1.813 (± 0.069)
s79480 10.42 (± 0.12) 6.63 (± 0.15) 11.10 (± 0.56) 4.61 (± 0.12) 164 (± 7) 5.53 (± 0.29) 1.816 (± 0.066)
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FIG. 5. The experimental VISAR and SOP data from a
single experiment (s77778). (A) The experimental raw (top)
and analyzed (bottom) spatially resolved shock velocity data.
The VISAR diagnostic produces a sinusoidal spatial modu-
lation on the image where Doppler shifts in a probe laser
reflected off of the shock front appear as displacement of the
fringes record in the streak record. The displacement of these
fringes are directly related to the shock velocity. (B) The
experimental raw (top) and analyzed (bottom) spatially re-
solved thermal emission from the shock front. A change in
the thermal-emission decay slope of the estatite sample is ob-
served at ∼ 9.3 ns and is not observed in the quartz witness.

Hamamatsu streak camera.21 The Sydor streak cameras
used in these experiments were Ross 5800’s with S20 pho-
tocathode and SI-800 TE cooled camera with E2V CCD.
Spaulding et al. also used a calibration relative to quartz
as well as an absolute Tungsten lamp calibration, how-
ever the quartz data in that study were not collected in
the same shot as we have done here.

In the present experiments, a continuous increase in
thermal emission as a function of pressure was recorded,
with a discontinuous change in slope at 227 (± 10) GPa
(see Figures 6). Historically, discontinuities, and plateaus
in the temperature-pressure Hugoniot have been associ-
ated with phase changes1–3,22. However, this work does
not show signatures of a latent heat (plateau in temper-
ature with decreasing pressure) or super heating (sudden
increase in temperature with decaying pressure). We in-
terpret this change in slope to be associated with a transi-
tion from a reflective liquid state into a transparent insu-
lating partial melt. Due to the large change in the refrac-
tive index of shocked enstatite, Fresnel reflectivity at the
leading density jump is sufficient to produce a detectable
VISAR signal within the solid phase (R ∼ 0.4%). When
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FIG. 6. The observed thermal temperature as a function
of pressure for four experiments are shown as the green, red,
purple and blue lines. The two segment fit is shown as the
black line and the extrapolation of each segment is shown as
the black dashed line.

the solid phase is transparent (P < Pmelt), the SOP col-
lects radiation from a finite thickness of material behind
the shock front, while the VISAR measures the velocity
of the refractive index discontinuity associated with the
leading density jump (the shock front). The solid phase
is optically thin for the time scales of these experiments,
supported by our refractive index measurements (Section
V). We conclude that the discontinuous change in slope
is an optical manifestation of the transition from a reflec-
tive to translucent shock front.

Radiation-hydrocode simulations using the arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian hydrocode (CALE)23 were per-
formed to examine this hypothesis in detail. We sim-
ulated the temperature-pressure observation with the as-
sumption that the solid phase remained transparent and
the shock front velocity is measured from the Fresnel re-
flection. We used a diamond multiphase EOS24 since a
multiphase EOS for MgSiO3 or other silicates is unavail-
able. We simulated a decaying shock wave in a diamond
sample with initial density of 2.6 g/cc in order to probe
a region of the melt line where the Clapeyron slope is
positive. In these simulations an initial steady 6 Mbar
shock is generated within the diamond sample. After 2
ns the drive is terminated, similar to our OMEGA ex-
periments, generating a centered rarefaction wave that
overtakes the leading shock wave generating a shock de-
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cay rate similar to our experiments. The results of the
hydrocode simulation are shown in Figure 7A. The shock
front pressure (blue line) and temperature (blue dashed
line) are compared with the pressure (red line) and tem-
perature (red dashed line) of the last element to remain
within the solid phase. The vertical dashed lines (T1, T2

and T3) correspond to different snapshots in time.
Figure 7B illustrates the temperature-pressure path of

the shock front (blue line) and the last fluid element (red
line). The melt boundary is shown as the black dashed
line. When the decaying shock pressure reaches the melt
boundary, the Hugoniot briefly follows the melt bound-
ary due to the latent heat of solidification. The points
tabled T1, T2 and T3 in the Figure 7B show the correla-
tion between the shock front and the fluid element. For
pressures states above the melt boundary, we recover the
shock front temperature and pressure (T1). After the
onset of melt, we observe thermal emission from the bulk
and the shock front pressure. Convolving these obser-
vations (T2 and T3) gives the cyan trace which shows a
change in slope occurs at the onset of melt.

To accurately determine the melt point, we utilized
a Levenberg-Marquardt regression routine to fit a con-
tinuous piecewise linear function to the apparent shock
temperature versus shock pressure data. Assuming that
the lines intercept at the melt pressure (Pmelt), we fit the
data to

T = T1 + s1 ∗ P, for P < Pmelt (5)

and

T = T1 + (s1 − s2) ∗ Pint + s2 ∗ P, for P > Pmelt, (6)

finding the adjustable parameters s1, s2,T1, and Pint. For
the test case shown in Figure 7, using the localized linear

two segment fit found the onset of melting to better than
0.6% in pressure and 0.2% in temperature.

Using this technique on our experimental data shown
in Figure 6, we find that the change in slope is observed
at 5745 (± 530 K) and 227 (± 10) GPa. Using the ex-
perimental data from the different techniques, we bound
the melt region for MgSiO3 along the enstatite Hugoniot.
We find that Pmelt > 164 GPa from refractive index mea-
surements, Pmelt > 183 GPa from gas gun temperature
measurements11, Pmelt > 140 GPa from gas gun sound
speed measurements13 and Pmelt < 237 GPa from our
high-pressure sound speed measurements. These con-
straints on melting are shown as the yellow region in
Figure 8. Our interpretation of the change in slope in
the decaying shock temperature measurements at 227 (±
10) GPa representing complete melting (intersection of
the Hugoniot with the liquidus) is consistent with these
constraints: 183 GPa < Pmelt < 237 GPa.

The specific heat (Cv) was determined using the proce-
dure outlined by Keeler and Royce25 and our experimen-
tally determined Grüneisen parameter. At the liquidus,
we find the specific heat to be CV = 4.3± 0.2 NkB rising
to CV = 5.7 ± 0.2 NkB at 17,500 K. Recent DFT simu-
lations of liquid enstatite15 are in good agreement with
these measurements.

VII. IMPLICATIONS

Using our inferred melt data and diamond-anvil-cell
melt data above 30 GPa32,33, we fit the melt bound-
ary of MgSiO3 using Simon’s equation: Tmelt[K] =
2316(±127)(Pmelt − 20.6(±0.9))0.1769±0.0144 where Tmelt

and Pmelt are the melt temperature and pressure, re-
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FIG. 8. The continuous measure of the enstatite princi-
pal Hugoniot temperature versus pressure is shown as the
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blue line)8 for the liquid phase. Our Simon fit for the melt
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The pressure constraints that we place upon melt is shown as
the yellow shaded region, indicating that our inferred liquidus
melting point is consistent with other observations.

spectively. The measured melt point and the Simon
fit bisect previous theoretical melt predictions (see Fig-
ure 8)8,15,26,27. By extrapolating a linear fit to the Luo
et al.11 temperature-pressure Hugoniot data to our pro-
posed melt boundary we can constrain the solidus point.
We find that Psol = 190± 30 GPa and Tsol = 5750± 670
K.

We also developed a model for the Grüneisen of liq-
uid MgSiO3 over a broad pressure range, based on our
measurements, and DFT simulation results27. For sil-
icate liquids, the Grüneisen parameter has been shown
to increase with density due to a change in oxygen
coordination.15 Once the coordination reaches a maxi-
mum, the Grüneisen parameter decreases again as is nor-
mally expected at high pressure34. The model consists
of an exponential form for the low-pressure data bridged
through the use of a Gaussian functional form to a high
pressure regime approaching the Al’tshuler criterion35:

Γ = Γ∞ + (Γ0 − Γ∞)(
ρ0

ρ
)β + Γ01e

−(ρ−ρe)2/σ2

. (7)

with Γ∞ = 0.5035, Γ0 = 0.3675, Γ01 = 0.65, ρe =
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the yellow shaded region. Predicted liquid isentropes (red-
yellow solids lines) for different initial potential temperatures
are shown. The mantle adiabats are nearly parallel to the
melt boundary, indicating that for a small change in poten-
tial energy, super-Earths would undergo a drastic rheological
transition.

5.195g/cm3, ρ0 = 2.7434 g/cm3 are constants and β =
1.0 and σ = 1707g/cm3 were free fitting parameters.

Using our Grüneisen parameter model and a third-
order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state, we compute
isentropic temperature profiles for four different isen-
tropes ranging in potential temperature between 3050
and 3200 K (Figure 9). We find that the both the melt
curve and the isentropic temperature profiles are shal-
lower than the latest DFT-MD predictions30 and nearly
parallel, consistent with recent thermodynamic model-
ing of the solid-liquid equilibrium in the MgO-Fe-SiO2

system.36

MgSiO3 being a prototypical magma constituent, our
measurements up to 384 GPa are directly relevant for
the modeling of the structure and evolution of terrestrial
Super-Earth exoplanets up to 3 times Earth mass29 (see
Fig. 9). During planetary formation, heating from ac-
cretion and radiogenic sources raises the temperature of
the planet, potentially resulting in a completely molten
mantle. This magma ocean37 will eventually partially
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or totally solidify as the planet cools down. Whether
the magma ocean solidifies from the top down, from the
bottom up, or from a mid-mantle septum has dramatic
implications for the fate of volatiles such as water, with
faster cooling planets losing less volatiles through hydro-
dynamic escape.38

VIII. CONCLUSION

Our finding of shallow and quasi-parallel adiabatic
temperature profiles and silicate melt curve (Fig. 9) sug-
gests that complete freezing of a deep silicate magma
ocean could occur over a potential temperature range of
only a few hundred degrees. Having such a small range
of potential temperature that separates a mostly liquid
from a mostly solid planet would imply that the planet
would solidify rapidly, trapping the water that will be
required to facilitate prebiotic chemistry on a potentially
habitable Super Earth. In addition, in contrast with a
recent study suggesting that as planetary mass increases,

the melt boundary would increase sufficiently relative to
the liquid adiabats such that, at high pressures, the lower
mantle would be very difficult to melt completely,30 our
shallow melt curve suggests that even large terrestrial ex-
oplanets could have a completely liquid silicate mantle in
their early history just after formation.
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